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Angel has always wanted more from Quinn, but would rather have the man as his best friend
than not at all.When Quinn shows up and announces its Champagne Thursday, Angel is
surprised. A dance, a confession, and some heartfelt conversation isn’t what Angel expected,
but can it move these friends to the place they both long to go?
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ThursdayBy Kris T. Bethke“What are you doing here?”Seeing Quinn at my door wasn’t a
surprise. In fact, when I heard the knock, I knew it had to be him. No one else would show up
unannounced, and especially not so late. He didn’t answer my question with words, only a huge
grin that made his face light up. I was a sucker for that grin. Had been since I met him. I could get
lost in it.Which was the only explanation as to why I didn’t realize right away what he was holding
up.“It’s Champagne Thursday!” He crowed, waving the bottles at me. He had one in each hand.
Identical bottles of golden, bubbly liquid. It looked like Cristal, but I knew he didn’t have that kind
of money. Not for two bottles anyway. I had to assume it was a knockoff, but knowing Quinn, it
would taste good. “Are you going to let me in?”I stepped back because of course he could come
in. He was always welcome in my home, no matter what day or time he chose to show up. Or
what he was carrying.“What exactly is that?”“Champagne.” His tone said that should have been
obvious. But we both knew that wasn’t what I was talking about. Quinn set the bottles on my
coffee table, then wiped his hands on his jeans. The slight condensation let me know that the
bottles were chilled already. He cocked his head to the side, studying them. “Or really, sparkling
wine. If you want to get technical.”I didn’t. I locked the door and followed him inside, but he’d
already headed for the glass cabinet and rummaged in the back until he came up with two dusty
flutes. I never used them. I didn’t even remember I had them. As Quinn went to the sink to give
them a quick wash, I stayed put and stared daggers at his back.

Champagne Thursday Houston Astros

Touchdown (Hot Flash), Finders Keepers (Hot Flash), Something New (Hot Flash)



Alexxx, “Short but heartwarming. Communication is key ... that's all I am going to say.”

The book by Kris T. Bethke has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3 people have provided feedback.
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